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HEAVEN OR HELL x PIERATA 

 

Little wonder that breeders are taking note of the influence of Pierata’s reliably classy dam 
sire Flying Spur, happily sending to him members of the Encosta de Lago line - such as this 
mare who is being offered in foal to Aquis’ well credentialled Gr.1 star. 
 

Flying Spur and Encosta de Lago - son and grandson of the outstanding mare Rolls - are 
combining so beautifully; to date featuring together in the pedigrees of 21 stakes winners 
including the Gr.1 gallopers Delago Deluxe, Alligator Blood and Speak Fondly. 
 

Heaven Or Hell’s impending foal will be bred on a 4 X 6 cross of Rolls and she is not the 
only great mare duplicated with another feature of this exciting pedigree being the influence 
of the outstanding Simon’s Shoes family. 
 

Pierata is bred on a 4 X 3 cross of Zabeel (descendant of the influential Miss Agnes - also 
ancestress of Heaven Or Hell) whose dam Lady Giselle is line-bred to the family, being by 
one of its finest members in Nureyev out of a mare by Val de Loir. 
 

Meanwhile Pierata’s sire Pierro has as his second dam sire Nureyev’s high achieving ¾ 
brother Sadler’s Wells. Which makes Heaven Or Hell such a lovely match for Pierata - her 
sire Fighting Sun boasting another three strains of the family… Sadler’s Wells’ brother Fairy 
King plus Northern Meteor and Geiger Counter. 
 

So much Simon’s Shoes - a family you can definitely never have too much of!! 
 

The foal’s 6 X 6 cross of Fairy Bridge (dam of Sadler’s Wells and Fairy King) is of further 
interest with Fairy Bridge’s sire Bold Reason being a son of one of the very best of line-
breeding subjects - the Kentucky Oaks heroine Lalun whose other influential son Never 
Bend appears three times in this mating. 
 

Danehill’s dam sire His Majesty is another cross of note as he excels when combined with 
his full brother Graustark - another great mare in Flower Bowl (7 X 7 X 6 here) duplicated. 

 


